The paper deals with the tactics and strategies applied by global shipping companies. During current depression in the dry cargo sector, shipowners adopted two tactics: 1) to "survive" and 2) "look after opportunities". Shipowners are mostly reactive-managers and apply Porter's strategy of "cost leadership" mainly through economies of scale, cutting-down fleet's average age as well total cost. This has been applied in the 1986 depression and in 2016 one. A short history of "shipping business management" showed a heavy reliance of managers on larger ships (par excellence up to 1973; and till today in a lesser degree). This needed 3 actions: 1) planning, 2) improved decision-making and 3) knowledge of… finance. Originally (1945s) there were no "shipping business management" theory and/or "shipping business strategy".
Introduction
"Strategy" is today the most popular term in management. Even in a very volatile industry like shipping, it appears more frequently, especially after 2004 (Niamie, 2014 [1]) 1 . No doubt, it is prestigious for a shipping manager to design a strategy… to be like a General in businesses. The depression-which came now in the dry cargo sector-"forced", however, companies to adopt mainly tactics due to its urgent character. Now, what is required is an increased degree of flexibility 2 (Lublin and Mattioli, (2010) [3] ). Moreover, companies have learned-out that "strategic planning" and "performance" have a positive correlation (Song et al., (2011) [4] )…
In addition, in shipping, increased difficulties were always encountered to design and implement a strategy, because maritime industry is, apart from volatile, and cyclical, and this comes mainly, but not exclusively, from the cyclical character of "World GDP" ( Figure 1 ). As shown, the cyclical character of global demand for shipping services- which is determined by GDP, and then by the resulting seaborne trade-is clear the last 116 years. As shipping managers declare, they are unable to forecast shipping demand, and especially its turning points, and as a result construct plans that are called directional (Robbins and Coulter, 2016 [5] ). All managers know that dynamic environments are more the norm than the exception nowadays. Greek shipping managers acting in a traditional way-from father to sonthey apply a standard strategy depression after depression ignoring cycles but exploiting them: they buy at rock bottom prices larger and bigger ships and sell thereafter smaller and older ones. The apparent cause of the above shown fast growth of world GDP… was first the total destruction caused by the 2 nd World War 3 and by the Great Depression! Since 1945, the growth rate of the world GDP regressed down round the 3% mark. Worth noting is that "World Seaborne Trade" (not shown), as a rule, grows faster than GDP. Moreover, maritime economists quite rightly pay attention to the growth rate of certain large economies, which are also located at distant places (China e.g. had 11.2% max. growth in 2007 and India 9.7%). These countries manifested par excellence "the distance and the size" effects for shipping industry…that will follow us in centuries to come. Figure 2 presents the entire picture of the dry cargo market since 1741 and till 2015 or for 274 years. Figure 2 , presents 265 years of the index for dry cargo shipping due to Stopford (2009, [6] ), which the author has updated for 2008-2015 (helped by Clarkson's staff with thanks). Figure 2 indicates 2 "extra-long" waves, and a number of frequent short cycles. One long wave started in 1741 and ended in 1914 (Goulielmos, 2017, in this journal, [7] ). This means it lasted 173 years.
Kondratieff did not know about this very long wave, lasting more than 3 times his long wave (of an average of 54 years). The peak was in 1813 (72 years; at the 303 units of the index) and the low in 1908 (94 years; at the 48 units of the index). This conclusion is reached by the definition of a cyclical long wave starting It is remarkable to note that wars helped shipping as they have created exceptional additional needs during their course and after their end… (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) (1946) . This wave has been interrupted by the war and for this reason is shorter than the previous one. The current short term cycle started in 2009 (decadence). The "Great War" also influenced the dry cargo market, given the great peak of index in 1918, which has resulted from the destruction of the world fleet due to Great War.
First, we believe that a strategy is broader than planning 4 . Planning, no doubt, is important, because it supports controlling ( Figure 3 ). In addition, controlling in shipping is the superior function-the number one-of management due to the particular conditions in shipping industry, as management is done by distance.
Secondly, the dominant paradigm is given by Porter in 1980 [8] . Porter led to the strategies of cost leadership, and differentiation, which were intensively used by liner shipping (Niamie, 2014, [1] ). Business world, since 1980, has however, drastically changed through globalization and requires nowadays a higher velocity in decision-making. This faster time in decision-making made possible by the "computer/communication" advances; shipping became more complex, unstable and dynamic, changing rapidly over time.
The principles of the nonlinear management, as being dynamic, had to be applied. Moreover, strategies based on managing prices are invalid in bulk shipping, as the freight rate is determined by demand, supply and time only, and is given for the individual shipping company (sign of pure competition).
As shown, shipping companies plan how to carry-out their businesses, how to compete their competitors successfully, and how to attract (and satisfy) charterers (customers), so that to… make money (Robbins and Coulter, 2016 [5] another context). A tactic-which is almost neglected-is also applicable during depressions, which is to "minimize 5 losses". Theory, however, tells us, that in order to make money in business, a "shipping" business model has to be applied (Margretta, 2002 [9] , in another context) 6 … Goss (1987; [10] ) wrote that we have 3 ways to make money in shipping: 1) buy cheap, sell dear; 2) do better what others do; 3) implement technical advances with an economic target 7 . The first depends on finance; moreover, the value of the ship must rise faster than the rate of interest. For the second, a new ship-design is required; and: cost-saving techniques; a proper combination of short and long term charters; a future market estimation; minimum crew; right time between dry-dockings, and a more efficient propeller 8 design. For the third, economies of scale; minimum port time; a long term chartering contract "a la Greek", is required. Then, learn to take risks. Goss (1987, [10] )-who passed away this year-gave us a job description of the shipping manager.
Anonymous (2006, [13] ) argued that "asset-playing", ("buy or order ships cheaply, and sell them dearly"), was the only way to "make money" in shipping Resort to: lay-up, slow steaming, cancelling unwanted ship orders, re-negotiating loans and terminate adverse charter parties, sell vessels etc. 6 The literature on "business models" is expanding fast (Baden-Fuller and Morgan, 2010 [11] ). Companies who applied such models are: "Southwest Airlines"; "Netflix"; "eBay"; "Amazon com" and "Starbucks" (University of Tennessee, 2014 [12] ). The focus is whether charterers value company's services, and whether this brings-in money into a (shipping) company... Giving emphasis on cost control, a manager may lose sight to how he/she can increase revenue, during an intense demand. The revenue side of shipping management is more exciting and quite inventive. This second strategy can be titled: "Maximize ship's time in hire". 8 Companies fitted new main engines, arranged for ship's bottom cleaning and lengthening vessel by adding a section in the middle, and "cut"-out propellers to a more efficient design. There is at least one book now on "ship performance", which managers may consult. 9 In the "Genmar" case plenty of single-hulled tankers bought and sold profitably. Also, "Stelios Hadjiioannou" bought over by "Overseas Shipholding Group" (listed in 2005). 10 This implies that ship-owners prefer the more profitable activities. 14 . It would be more necessary, surely, to have strategies for shipping companies titled like: "not to be caught by surprise" or "be prepared for turbulence"! Another obstacle, which makes this work on shipping strategies more difficult, is the fact that certain previous research on "shipping strategies" does not exist. This may be due to either lack of data (concerning non-listed shipping companies) or lack of insight about companies' policies/strategies. Niamie (2014 [1] ) confirmed this. We can say that hopeful signs, however, came from research published recently about "maritime logistics companies" (Cariou et al., 2015 [15] ).
Aim and Structure of Paper
The objective of this paper is to investigate 15 the strategies and tactics adopted by shipping companies in the dry cargo sector, especially since 2010. The paper is organized as follows: next is a literature review; this is followed by a brief history of "shipping business management"; then, the institution of "third-party-shipmanagers"-in theory and practice-is presented, using a questionnaire. Next, strategies and tactics in shipping businesses follow, in two separate sections: 1) "shipping tactics & strategies, 2010-2016" and 2) "shipping business: further strategic issues", including interviews with ship-owners and charterers on "chartering strategy". Finally, we conclude.
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Mrs A Frangou raised $180 m to buy "Navios". By 2000 only "Anangel American Shipholding" (tankers) was listed. In mid-2006, 17 dry cargo companies were listed. In 2006 also about 25 Greek shipping companies listed in various stock exchanges, except in Athens one, which admitted 5 earlier. 12 Moundreas G & Co (2016 [14] ). 13 This is one target in business models. 14 Tactics are distinguished from strategies, being: short term, flexible, on specific market conditions; using resources for the achievement of certain sub-goals, and within company's mission.
Literature Review
"Strategic management" deals with competition and growth (Priesmeyer, 1992 [16] ). Strategy determines company's basic long run goals, adopts actions, and allocates resources (Chandler, 1962 [17] ). Strategy is a pattern of objectives, major policies, and plans to achieve… (Andrews, 1971 [18] ). Strategy determines the framework of business, and provides guidelines for coordination, cope with, and influence… a changing environment (Itami, 1971 [19] ). Strategy deals with long term goals/the major policies determining company's success or failure; it has to be consistent; once set, should not be reversed; strategy shapes company's competitiveness; and creates a collective understanding of how company is going to be successful in a competitive environment (Besanko 16 et al., 2013, p. 1, [20] ).
The 43 companies with a long term superior performance in profits and growth had 3 common characteristics: closeness to customers, stickiness to core businesses and bias for action (Peters and Waterman, 1982, [21] ). Firms in the new economy focus on internet, technology and communications-run by market leaders-skilled in segmenting markets, develop new products and services, advertise intensively and outsource all but core activities. Moreover, they were these too close to customers (Wiersema, 2001 [22] ).
Eleven companies, entering a 15-year period of great performance, led by managers who "shunned the spotlight, worked for the company, placed the right people to right place, used technology to support strategies and confronted with the brutal facts" (Collins, 2001 , [23] ).
Summarizing this part, it is clear that a strategy concerns a rather longer horizon planning, and this makes it more difficult. Copying Keynes, we may say that strategy means "plans for not to be dead in the long run"… No writer, however, forgets to mention competitors and business environment. Most writers stress the care about those that buy services/products as this was not so clear in the past and emanates from the existence of many competitors. The customer or the charterer is the king in contemporary times, because the "technical pride"
may be a property of many competitors. As the world has entered, however, into the environment of computers and novel telecommunications etc., no firm can be left behind in this race, as here may be found many competitive advantages… "Manning, maintaining, supplying, insuring, and ensuring ships-to be available to their operators for as long as possible-is what ship-managers do"; this, since 1950, has changed as the tasks of people has also changed; tradition cast aside by certain economic pressures 17 (Downard, 1984 [24] ).
Shipping companies are in a closed industry; most executives are recruited and trained within 18 (Lorange 19 , [25] ). To pursue "strategic and corporate plan- 16 There will be found most of the citations mentioned above. 17 He was writing in the middle of the 1981-1987 shipping depression. 18 Today, young Greek "ship-owners-to-be" are trained by their fathers, and by maritime schools. Young "ship-owners-to-be" learn about money. Kulukundis M wrote that traditional Greeks knew only how to operate ships, but ignored finance. This surely excludes Onassis. 19 He is an ex-shipowner (since 2007); retired from academia in 2008. He dealt mainly with strategic management and planning (Lorange, 2009, [25] ).
ning" is the most important commercial decision, involving the whole company; but few large shipping companies do it (Stopford, 2009, [6] 
A Short History of Strategic "Shipping Business Management"
"Shipping management" till 1973 has indeed received little attention; we noticed that management functions in shipping in 1973 were almost unnoticed at the time of the writings of Lorange and Norman (1973 [30] ). But also 30 years later, (Shipping) management and organizational research and writing, remained limited as argued by Lorange and Fjeldstad (2010 [31] ). The poor development of shipping management was due to the fact that its broader discipline, "Management", was too young 23 in 1970s. Shipping companies, however, needed urgently planning, as mentioned. Moreover, there was also the belief that leaders/managers are born-as also mentioned. It was Drucker who disputed this, and argued that 20 It deals with growth, focuses on core activities, on vertical integration, and on diversifications: related, unrelated and international. 21 These have a primary interest in either shipping and/or in ports. 22 Greece, China/Hong Kong, Japan, India. 23 The first publication on… "Scientific Management" appeared in 1911, written by Taylor (USA). Five years later Fayol published his book in France on… "General Management". Both writers were industrial managers. Weber in about 1945 published his book too.
"management is roles to be learned and performed".
Reality-once more-forced Academia to respond to industry's requirements also for a better "decision-making"; investment decisions in 1970s became very serious, as ships became larger and dearer (due to economies of scale). This trend continues till today; worth noting is that, in the 1980s, a loan of $10 m was a "fair medium-sized loan", and by 2007 this became $100 m…
The period (up to 1973) is one of exceptional economies of scale 24 , as companies sought for "lower long run average cost", faster ships-more powerful main engines 25 -and lesser port time-through stronger gears. Shipping also specialized over speed, size, as it left behind "Liberties" and the 10,000 dwt small sizes and passed into the 60,000 dwt bulk carriers… These developments were stronger in liquid cargoes, where oil was in 1973 cheap and abundant, and is this period, which has created the ULCCs and the VLCCs-the very and ultra large crude (oil) carriers 26 .
Older and smaller ships led to scrapping; technological progress made them obsolete: an outcome of the contribution of shipbuilding and of shipping equipment manufacturers 27 to shipping. As the size of ships increased, the "freedom of entry" reduced. Individual banks resorted to syndication to cover higher finance amounts required (and to spread risks). Maritime companies resorted to stock exchanges the last 12 years or so for abundant and cheap finance.
Another requirement was the knowledge of shipping finance, as mentioned. some not. It is another matter that risk has been wrongly defined as equal to the "standard deviation" (Goulielmos-Psifia, 2011 [32] ).
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"Economies" appeared like economies "of density" (Besanko et al., 2013 [20] ). Worth noting all "economies" are cost-connected. "Economies of speed", however, meaning doing business faster over a fixed period, with scale unchanged, are related to revenue… for a change. 25 Also, new engines were smaller in volume, economizing on space and allowing for more cargo. The more expensive oil led to more economic slow-running main engines and perhaps using also cheaper and heavier fuels. Air pollution and climatic change became another issues later. 26 Dry cargo ships achieved the same miracle by the 400,000 dwt vale type ships (Goulielmos, 2017, [7] , this journal). 27 Also "fuel-saving main engines" (fewer rounds per minute) were constructed when maritime fuel became very expensive, covering almost 1/3 of operating cost in 1981-1987. 28 American banks used to finance 2nd hand ships on prospective income (on charter party). UK banks used to finance differently (on mortgage). 29 Today top-managers do company's contacts with banks personally for confidential reasons. Shipping became more international, and as a result, issues like "flags of convenience", "flag discrimination", "financial subsidies", "cargo sharing" and other practices, appeared, challenging once more the "unsuspected" shipping manager. On top of the above 31 , a new breed of "professional managers" emerged. It is true that economic theory suggests outsourcing, based, however, on a lower cost (Goulielmos et al., 2011 [33] ) of the outsider.
• Distinction of shipping companies Shipping companies can be distinguished according to their style of ownership and management (Table 1 ). Worth noting are the "Greek ship-management style", as a "way of life", and the coincidence of ownership and management at the same person.
Third-Party Ship Managers
The "3 rd party ship managers" provide the possibility, to other ship-owners, to appoint the former, under a specific global contract, to carry-out, part or all, of owners' management functions. This institution, established in round/about 1957, it was known also in 1973 (Lorange and Norman, 1973 [30] ). It was evolving fast since then, and allegedly created an antagonism between "family-type"-managers and "3rd party ship-managers". The separation of management from ownership it goes back to 1930s. In shipping 32 , this separation occurred in the 1950s (Goulielmos et al., 2011 [33] ).
Spruyt (1994; [34] ) referred to it as the "contracted and professional supply of all on-board services, together with their shore supervision, by a management company, usually separate from vessel's ownership".
The "3 rd party management" is presented here through a questionnaire, which my MSc student B Pallari sent/delivered in end-2010, and it covers more companies than the ones mentioned in our first joint paper (Goulielmos et al., 2011 [33] ). The "3 rd party management" grew between 1997 and 2010. In 1997, 20 main managers managed from 1649 to 2302 ships (Willingale, 1998, [35] ). Each manager managed 196 ships, on average, and a total of 1959 ships there is for the 10 main managers. Crewing is one of the dominant functions, where "Marlow" manages 900 ships, of which 98% for crewing… 31 Not an exhaustive account. 32 The "3 rd party managers" appeared in 1957. At that time "Denholms" was connected with "Clarkson", and as a result "Erling Naess" undertook the ship management of "Denholms'' ships (ISBN 0907383289/1991). The majority of managers believe that existing demand is adequate. All managers believe that the future of the "3 rd party management" is bright.
Ten "3 rd party Managers" manage ships belonging mainly to tankers (69%), The "Vlasov group" owns 40%, "Senior" management 40% and "GE Capital" 20%. Monaco based. 34 Geneva, Hong Kong, Melbourne, Bermuda, Kuala Lumpur, Isle of man, Limassol, Glasgow, New Jersey, Singapore and Monaco. Cyprus 9% (despite Turkey's embargo) (=74%). The owners come mainly from Germany 21%; Norway 21%; UK, Greece, USA and Japan (due to lower taxation).
The most interesting question is why owners appoint "3 rd party managers"?
The answer is mainly for technical and crew management, covering 69% and 67% of cases respectively.
McConville ( The recruitment and training of this foreign labor, cleverly, were undertaken by "3 rd party managers". This indeed is one of their strong competitive advantages. They took this function seriously by creating "training centers/crew offices" and "schools" at key-seafarers' centers. One headache of many ship-owners, which was the "adequate supply of 'qualitative' officers and ratings", undertaken by "3 rd party ship managers" after 1984 or so… The above is surely an old tested good recipe: "anticipate and provide what customers will need".
We may go one step further and say that "3 rd party managers" applied "economies of scope" as well after all, as "crewing" was their own problem too.
So, with "one stone they killed two birds"… Core functions that owners do not outsource by majority are: Insurance 75%; Chartering 75%; Post fixture 71% and to a lesser degree accounting: 35%. So, to outsource management functions by owners is not only how much to pay, but also to focus on what is more important. Some owners, however, do that as they do not know how to do it… and those who do know how to do it they hire it to the former, gaining also from the plethora of ships that this means-economies of scale from the size of the company and volume discounts involved.
• How 17 shipping companies faced 2016 recession?
Now, the majority of the 17 major shipping companies, of which we visited their internet sites, and studied their financial reports, adopted 4 tactics to face the 2011-2016 recession/depression: paid no dividends; sold vessels; adopted a more profitable chartering strategy, and restructured loans. Table 2 summarizes the picture of 7 of them (in the dry cargo sector). 35 Greece allowed foreign labor on board national flagged ships decades ago at various increasing %s, but shipping policy committed the mistake to demand that foreign labor will be paid at Greek wages, up to 1985... when the socialist government of PASOK terminated this. But the socialists committed another mistake by demanding that crews will stay on board for a specific time…of 6 -7 months. 36 Certain parallel registries were clever enough not only to allow foreign labor on board, but also to retain "safety standards" in the parallel as those in the national flag (e.g. Norway's) to remove suspicions that this was an effort to deteriorate safety. 
See detailed analysis below
See detailed analysis below.
Source: companies internet sites and reports.
As shown in Table 2 above, one company adopted only tactics.
• Spot or time charter?
From companies' reports, we saw that they have stayed longer time 38 in the spot market; however, during the 2016 depression they have regretted it and wanted to be in the time charter market; also, they considered themselves lucky for whatever past time they stayed in "time charter market"... What does this mean? This means lack of foresight.
The strategy of being in the spot market, when spot rates are higher, and switch to time charter market, when time charter rates are higher-obviously helps companies to maximize profits ( Figure 4 ).
As shown, there is a "freight rate switch point", where the owner has to turn to next market from what he/she was then, and to move to next market, in a continuous pattern…Surely, whatever protection from a falling spot market is provided by time charter market may be short-lived. This is so, as time charters are not anymore 15 -20 years as used to be-but maximum 3 years. Charterers do not want to be locked-in in high hires-as they did in 1981-and before.
Owners, however, found themselves lucky to be in the spot market during 2003-2008, and they were locked-in there in 2010-2011, a fact, however, that they did not want... 37 Operating income: profits less operating expenses and depreciation (EBIT). Net income is reached if taxes and certain other expenses are deducted. The strategy adopted by seven (Table 2 ) companies shows clearly the lack of foresight. The manager that knows future, he/she will be in only one of the 2 markets each time, and as along as one is more profitable than the other… This, however, needs a "switching off strategy" (and ability to foresee).
• Interviews about chartering strategies Interviews, carried out by my former student Mrs Georgantzi K (2005 [37] ), showed that if the spot freight market is considered good, and rising, ship-owners' strategy was to fix their vessels in the spot market (end 2003) . When spot market reaches its peak, ship-owners choose time charters to retain the highest possible income (end-2004); 60% to 80% of charters in a peaked market were in time charters.
Is there a normal duration of time charters? In a peaked market, the majority of ship-owners fear that charterers would be unable to pay the exceptionally high hires in a time charter longer than 12 months 39 . Charterers must be of good standing for ship-owners to try longer 40 charters from 1 to 3 years… chartering policy differs also among Cape, Panamax, and Handy.
The last type is found only in spot market. For Panamax, the number of time charters fell, and those of voyage charters rose (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) ). An exceptionally Charterers act in the opposite way of owners; ships over-aged were chartered only in the spot market, for the fear of causing a marine accident. If a charterer expects the market to improve, then he/she proceeds to time-charter, (at rates below spot market?). The parties interviewed also stated, that from a percentage 80% to 100%, owners are affected by whatever market forecasts exist, including those based on FFA markets! Moreover, owners with financial obligations are likely to prefer time charters by majority (70%) for obvious reasons...
• The "Paragon" shipping company case-study To get deeper into shipping strategies, we decided to focus on one company, for lack of space, selected arbitrarily: "Paragon". This is a personal dry cargo company run by an ex Sup. Depression in all shipping markets affecting all ships at the same time is rare. Every ship has its own demand and supply, and thus one sector may be in a depression and other not. Crisis varies among companies, ages, sizes and types of ships. There is no fixed rule across the board. This time (2016), tanker market is very much better than dry. So, companies with a specialization in one sector, i.e. in the dry, regret it. How one calls the strategy of "not putting all eggs in one basket"? = "Dis-specialization"? 42 Worth noting is that company's original strategy was to maximize tonnage reaching 1 m dwt or even 1.3m dwt, by 2011-2012. This was not followed, given the radical fall in company's net income in 2010 (Table 2) , we presume.
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The company also formed another company, the "Box Ships", to which all containerships were transferred and this reduced company's size. 
Conclusions
The history of "shipping business management" over last 50 years or so showed that Academia failed to work-out a theory of strategies for maritime companies.
Ship-owners, as reactive persons, realized 3 needs after the great economies of scale in 1973, and thereafter: better planning, better decision-making and better knowledge of shipping finance. Shipping, however, is characterized as an industry lacking foresight, till the time of writing. This last concluding sentence is derived mainly from our experience with Greek shipping, where e.g. no one foresaw the 1981-1987 depression or the end 2008 meltdown. This is so as Greeks and non-Greeks continued to order ships till the day before the depressions knocked the door of their business... Ship-owners were lucky people, however, because they did not have to wait for maritime economists to produce strategies for them. Other economists helped shipping. In 1980, "Michael Porter" advanced his strategies of cost leadership and specialization, among others, both found suitable by maritime Also the industry in "acute need of reliable forecasting" relies not on forecasting models-GARCHian, neural or chaotic-but on FFAs, where also the principle of "standard deviation" prevails to lead ship-owners… from losses to losses… Maritime economists argue that there are 2 strategies and 3 managerial schools.
"Maximize ownership/tonnage" and keep management in-house, within the family, perhaps being smaller, be traditional and all management functions to be carried out by company's top-management… or be listed. Professional managers and "third party managers" are ready to take over management, and top-management will do only chartering, which it likes. But for those whose "ship-owning/ ship-management" is a way of life, they say "no". Greeks traditionally disliked new-buildings, and avoided to be adventurers-as we saw one needs extra $9000/day for a Cape new vessel at a time when freight rates cover only bunker costs…
